
Currency conversion
A toolset for handling payments in various currencies and 
cryptocurrencies with the support for dynamic currency 

conversion, multicurrency balances, numerous exchange rates 
sources, and configurable fees.

For business:

Generate additional revenue from 
conversion fees

Reduce the risk of currency fluctuations

Offset the fees for accepting foreign 
credit cards

Increase customer satisfaction and 
loyalty

Attract new customers and win 
business over competitors

For customers:

Pay in the currency of your choice 
without hidden charges

See the current exchange rates

Get detailed information on each 
transaction 

Make informed and confident 
purchasing decisions

How does it work?
Enable your international customers to view prices and pay online in their preferred currency and settle 
your balance in the currency of your choice. The exchange rates feature allows you to send payments and 
make refunds in another currency even if you don’t maintain a balance in that currency.

160+ 

world currencies

200+ 

cryptocurrencies

1000+ 

supported currency pairs

20+ 

exchange rates data sources

What is dynamic currency conversion?
Dynamic currency conversion (DCC) converts purchases to the buyer's home currency 
at the time of the sale.

Historical rates data

Auto-update from FX rates data source

Unlimited rate schemes

Rate correction multiplier and fixed fee

Predefined default rate scheme

https://corefy.com/


How does DCC help to improve cost 
efficiency and the UX?

The dynamic currency conversion feature locks in the exchange rate at the POS at the 
moment of purchase. Opting for a transaction with the DCC, you can see the price, 
including the current market rate and a service provider’s fee. Your customers will know 
exactly how much they spend in their home currency, so there are no surprises when their 
statement arrives. 

The DCC allows currency conversion to happen in real-time, so you see the rates applied 
to your transaction immediately.

The DCC feature simplifies comparison shopping, as most customers prefer to view prices 
in their own currency.

Schedule a demo
How to get started?
See how it works and ask any questions you might 
have on an online demo.
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